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I. INTRODUCTION
At present, there is a strong interest in the development of sub-THz gyrotrons for various applications. Among such applications one can mention: the dynamic nuclear polarization enhancement of NMR spectroscopy, [1] [2] [3] [4] which requires relatively low power (several Watts is typically sufficient), stable, and continuous-wave operation; direct measurement of the hyperfine transition of the ground state positronium, 5 which requires about 10 kW power; active plasma diagnostics; 6 and possible remote detection of concealed radioactive materials, 7 which requires hundred kW (or above) shortpulse power. As always, it is desirable to maximize the efficiency of the gyrotron operation that, in the case of sub-THz frequencies, has certain specific features 8, 9 because the ohmic losses of THz power in the cavity walls become comparable to the power of outgoing radiation.
In recent years, a number of designs of magnetron electron guns for sub-THz gyrotron operation have been done with the goal to choose a cathode slant angle providing the minimum electron velocity spread. 10 It was shown that the minimum spread can be realized in electron guns forming laminar electron beams. Different types of formed electron beams are illustrated by Fig. 2.3 in Ref. 11 . The radial width of such laminar beams is, however, larger than the radial width of the beams formed by the guns with smaller slant angles.
As known, the radial thickness of electron beams may result in the different strength of the beam coupling to the wave for electrons having different radial coordinates of electron guiding centers. This, in turn, may cause a certain deterioration of the gyrotron efficiency. 12 The goal of the present study is to address this controversy between various methods of optimization of gyrotron parameters and to formulate some criteria which would help gyrotron designers to maximize the efficiency of sub-THz gyrotrons. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present a formulation which allows one to carry out a qualitative analysis of the problem. Section III describes the results based on this formulation. Section IV contains results of numerical simulations of the efficiency for one specific gyrotron design. In Sec. V we discuss our methodology and results obtained. Section VI summarizes this study.
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
To illustrate the role of the two effects deteriorating the gyrotron efficiency which we discussed above, viz., the electron velocity spread and the spread in electron guiding center radii, let us assume that we can represent the gyrotron efficiency as
In Eq. (1), g ideal is the efficiency of an ideal gyrotron with both spreads being negligibly small and the functions in the right-hand side characterize the effect of the spread in electron orbital velocities f 1 ðdv ? Þ and in guiding center radii f 2 ðDR b Þ. Next, we specify these functions. First, let us carry out the qualitative treatment of the problem. Results of numerous studies of the dependence of the electron velocity spread on the cathode slant angle 10, 13 allow us to approximate the dependence of the velocity spread on the angle h between the emitter surface and the magnetic force line there by the parabola
In Eq. (2), the minimum velocity spread ðdv ? Þ min corresponds to the optimal angle h opt elÀopt , which yields the minimal velocity spread found in the course of optimization of the gyrotron electron optics; this electron-optical optimal angle h opt elÀopt itself and the coefficient A are design specific. Below, we will estimate these values for a specific design.
Next, we characterize the dependence of the gyrotron efficiency on the electron velocity spread. For gyrotrons with a Gaussian axial structure of the resonator field, this dependence was calculated in Ref. 14 imposed by electron beam optics this ratio is typically limited by 1.5-2.0, the dependence calculated in Ref. 14 can be approximated by the linear function
Now we should characterize the dependence of the efficiency on the spread in the guiding center radii denoted by f 2 ðDR b Þ in Eq. (1). As shown in Ref. 12 , this function depends on gyrotron operating parameters, such as the external magnetic field, and, in principle, it can be approximated by the parabola
In Eq. (4), k is the wavelength and the coefficient B is different for different operating regimes: for regimes with soft self-excitation it is smaller than for high-efficiency regimes with hard self-excitation. Typically, as follows from Ref. 12 , when electrons are injected in an inner peak of the beam coupling to the cavity mode, the value of B varies from about 0.5 for regimes with soft self-excitation to about 1.1 for regimes with a high efficiency. Lastly, we should express the radial width of a beam in the interaction space via the width of the emitter d. In accordance with Busch's theorem and the adiabatic compression of the beam in the region between the gun and the resonator, this dependence can be given as
In Eq. (5), a B ¼ B res =B cath is the magnetic compression ratio, i.e., the ratio of the magnetic field in the resonator to the magnetic field in the cathode region. Substituting formulas (2)-(5) into (1) allows one to describe the effect of the angle h on the gyrotron efficiency by the function
In Eq. (6), g best ¼ g ideal ½1 À 0:6ðdv ? Þ min is the best efficiency that can be achieved in a gyrotron with the minimum velocity spread and zero spread in electron guiding centers, and parameters A and B relate to previously introduced parameters A and B as A ¼ A=½1 À 0:6ðdv ? Þ min and B ¼ B½ðd=kÞ 2 =a B . So, the optimal angle which yields the maximum efficiency with the account for the electron spread in guiding centers is the solution of the transcendental equation which follows from Eq. (6) 1:2
III. RESULTS Corresponding dependences of optimal angles which yield the maximum efficiency in gyrotrons with finite width of emitters on the parameter B are shown in Fig. 2 . As one can see, as the emitter width (parameter B) increases, these angles h opt further depart from the optimal angles h opt elÀopt , which provide the minimal velocity spread.
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IV. EXAMPLE
Consider as an example parameters of a 300 GHz gyrotron. 13 This gyrotron operates in the TE 14,2 -mode. The width of the emitter is 3.2 mm and the magnetic compression factor a B ¼ B res =B cath is equal to 53.2. Thus, for the case of operation in the high-efficiency regime of hard self-excitation (where B, as mentioned above, is close to 1.1) we can estimate the parameter B for this gyrotron equal to 0.21. Let us now evaluate the parameter A. Results of calculations of the electron velocity spread as the function of the angle h are shown in Fig. 3 .
These data are based on calculations presented in Ref. 13 under the assumption that the beam orbital-to-axial velocity ratio is equal to 1.2. As follows from Fig. 3 , the angle h yielding the minimal velocity spread is close to 28 ¼ 0.49 rad, and the corresponding minimal velocity spread is very small (about 0.007). Since we are interested in the dependence of the spread on the angle h at h < h opt elÀopt , in this range of angles the dependence shown in Fig. 3 can be approximated by a parabola (2) with A % 3:475ð1=rad 2 Þ. Correspondingly, our parameter A is close to A % 3:6ð1=rad 2 Þ. For these values of the parameters ( B ¼ 0:21 and A % 3:6ð1=rad 2 Þ) the functions U and W shown in Fig. 1 are equal to 0.96 and 0.004, respectively, and the optimal angle h opt shown in Fig. 2 is equal to 25 instead of 28 . So, the deviation from optimal values found in the absence of this effect is relatively small. However, if we assume that for increasing the total beam current, the emitter width is doubled, this makes the value of the parameter B four times larger, and the effect becomes much more significant: in this case h opt ¼ 218.
It is interesting to compare these qualitative results with quantitative simulations. In general, the output efficiency relates to the interaction efficiency as
In Eq. (8), the relation between the ohmic and diffractive Qfactors defines the proportion between the power of outgoing radiation and the power of microwave losses in the circuit walls. The interaction efficiency in the case under study can be defined, in line with the definition given elsewhere, 13, 14 as In Eq. (9), g ? is the perpendicular or orbital efficiency of a single beamlet with specified alpha-ratio and the guiding center radius. Equation (9) is written for a mono-energetic electron beam with spread in a ¼ v ?0 =v z0 and in R b . The function f ðR b ; v ?0 Þ describes the electron distribution in the guiding center radii and the initial orbital velocities.
Simulations were done for a 300 GHz gyrotron mentioned above. This gyrotron is driven by a 65 kV, 10 A electron beam operating in the magnetic field of 11.4 T. The mean value of the guiding center radius is 2.42 mm, and the spread in the guiding center radii in the resonator is 0.40 mm. The ohmic and diffractive Q-factors are equal to 15 400 and 9100, respectively. Results of simulations performed for different angles are shown in Fig. 4 .
As expected, in the absence of spread in beam radii (blue curve), the efficiency has its maximum at h ¼ 28 , where a spread has a minimum. Inclusion of the spread in electron guiding centers (green and red curves) shifts the optimal angle h opt to the left which is consistent with the analytical results presented above.
V. DISCUSSION
In Sec. IV we illustrated the effects analyzed in Sec. III by using some available numerical data on a specific electron beam in a specific design. Strictly speaking, the analysis of the effect under study should be done as follows. It is necessary to start from considering several points along the emitter like those shown by Fig. 2.3 in Ref. 11 . At each point we have several rays showing electrons emitted at slightly different angles that yields a spread in a for electrons gyrating about one magnetic force line. Let us emphasize that this spread depends on the axial coordinate of the emitting point. So, when we calculate the average efficiency of a gyrotron with the spread in a and in the guiding center radii, we should take this axial dependence into account and carry out optimization of gyrotron electron optics simultaneously with optimization of the circuit parameters for the most efficient beam-wave interaction.
Because of the absence of data on the velocity spread and a for each electron ray emitted from a specific point of the emitter, above we used the data for the spread in a assuming that this spread is the same for all emitting points.
It seems possible to formulate a simple "rule of thumb" which allows one to determine when the effect under study can be important. As follows from Ref. 12 , when an electron beam is injected in the inner peak of the resonator field, the efficiency deterioration becomes significant when the beam thickness is equal or larger than one third of a wavelength
The beam current emitted from an emitter of the width d is equal to I b ¼ j cath 2pR e d, where j cath is the cathode loading and the emitter radius R e relates to the radius of a beam injected in the caustic region of the operating mode in the resonator as R e ¼ R caust ffiffiffiffiffi a B p % ðmk=2pÞ ffiffiffiffiffi a B p , where m is the azimuthal index of the mode. Substituting these simple formulas into Eq. (10) yields the following restriction on the choice of the angle allowing for neglecting the effect of the radial spread
At present, there is a strong interest in developing 0.5 MW, 300 GHz gyrotrons for plasma experiments at the tokamak Ignitor. 15 Assuming that such a gyrotron operates in the TE 22,6 -mode, the beam current equals 30 A, magnetic compression factor is 50, and the cathode loading is 3 A/cm 2 , we derive from Eq. (11) that the effect of the radial spread becomes significant when the optimal angle of the cathode exceeds 22 .
VI. SUMMARY
In this study, the theory was developed which describes the optimization of gyrotron parameters when the tradeoff between a spread and R b spread is taken into account. It is shown how this tradeoff influences the choice of the optimal value of the slant angle of the emitter. A simple "rule of thumb" is formulated which can be used to determine when this tradeoff should be taken into account. 
